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Abstract—A conventional interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) system provides 1-D line-of-sight motion measure-
ments from repeat-pass observations. Two-dimensional motions
may be measured by combining two observations from ascending
and descending geometries. The third motion component may
be retrieved by adding a third geometry and/or by integrating
along-track measurements although with much reduced preci-
sion compared to the other two components. Several options
exist to improve the accuracy of retrieving the third motion
component, such as combining left- and right-looking observa-
tions or exploiting recently proposed innovative SAR acquisition
modes (BiDiSAR and SuperSAR). These options are, however,
challenging for future SAR systems based on large reflector
antennae, due to lack of capability to electronic beam steer-
ing or frequent toggle between left- and right-looking modes.
Therefore, in this letter, we assess and compare the realistic ac-
quisition scenarios for a reflector-based SAR in an attempt to
optimize the achievable 3-D precision. Investigating the squinted
SAR geometry as one of the feasible scenarios, we show that a
squint of 13.5◦ will yield comparable performance to the left-
looking acquisition, while further squinting outperforms this or
other feasible configurations. As an optimum configuration for 3-D
retrieval, the squinted acquisition is further elaborated: the differ-
ent acquisition plans considering a constellation of two satellites as
well as the challenges for data processing are addressed.

Index Terms—Azimuth shifts, error analysis, interferometric
SAR (InSAR), SAR acquisition geometry, squinted SAR, 3-D
surface motion.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERFEROMETRIC synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) has
proved to be a precise geodetic tool in Earth deformation

monitoring. This technique, however, merely allows capturing
the projection of the actual 3-D surface motion onto the line of
sight (LOS) direction of the sensor. The observed 1-D motion
is rather blind to the motion in the along-track direction (ATD)
of the satellite. This blindness hinders the retrieval of precise
3-D motion. The 3-D surface monitoring is of utmost importance
in precise/unambiguous modeling of geophysical phenomena,
such as seismic and volcanic activities, as well as precise
model-free deformation monitoring [1]–[6]. This importance
has led the geophysical community of SAR users toward 3-D
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retrieval of the surface motion [5]. In previous studies, the
fusion of LOS measurements from different acquisition ge-
ometries and/or with the differential SAR image shifts in ATD
has been proposed as a solution. However, equal-precision
3-D motion estimation cannot be achieved; specifically, the
precision in the north direction is severely compromised. To
improve this precision, the fusion of InSAR measurements
acquired from right- and left-looking geometries on both as-
cending and descending passes (hereafter referred to as cross-
heading tracks) was suggested [1], [2]. Although enhancing the
precision, the left-looking acquisition requires extreme attitude
maneuver which is critical for satellites with large reflector
antenna. Moreover, despite improvement, this configuration
does not allow the retrieval of north motion with a precision
comparable to the other two motion components. This fact calls
for the investigation of alternative acquisition geometries.

InSAR 3-D performance is merely related to the imaging
geometry of the combined acquisitions, defined by the satellite
heading and antenna look angle. The higher is the angular
diversity among the combined acquisitions, the more precise
would be the 3-D retrieval. There are two options to improve the
angular diversity. One is combining acquisitions from different
look angles; in this regard, the left-looking configuration pro-
vides the maximum angular diversity when combined with the
right-looking. The second possibility is alteration of the head-
ing angle, which consequently improves the sensitivity of the
acquisitions to the north motion. As it will be shown, the latter
has a greater impact on improving the 3-D performance but has
consequences for the orbit design. A comparable effect to head-
ing angle alteration can be achieved by squinted acquisition.
There are several proposals (BiDiSAR [7] and SuperSAR [6])
focused on the squinted SAR via the so-called bidirectional
imaging mode which enables simultaneous acquisition of fore-
and backward-looking images. However, future SAR systems
based on large reflector antennae, such as DLR’s TanDEM-L
proposal [8], will not be capable of this acquisition mode. The
focus of this letter is on investigation of the advantages of
the squinted SAR for such systems in a conventional stripmap
acquisition mode while addressing and comparing to the other
geometrical and data fusion possibilities.

II. INSAR IN 3-D MOTION RETRIEVAL

The LOS motion observed by InSAR can be expressed as the
inner product of the following: dLOS = eLOS · d, where d is
the 3-D motion vector in the local east–north–vertical system:
d = [de, dn, dv]

T and eLOS is the LOS unit vector. The latter
is a function of the antenna orientation, i.e., the heading α and
look angle θ.
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ATD motion may also be obtained by the differential im-
age shifts in azimuth direction, hereafter referred to as the
azimuth shifts, although with a much lower precision compared
to InSAR. These measurements can be obtained by various
techniques such as cross-correlation, exploitation of spectral
diversity [9], [10], etc. In this case, the 3-D motion is mapped as
follows: dALD = eALD · d, where eALD is the ATD unit vector,
as a function of the local heading angle α.

Introducing the functional model y = A · d, where vector y
contains the observed motion and matrix A is defined by the
respective measurements’ direction, i.e.,

yi =(dALD,i or dLOS,i)

ai = [eALD,i or eLOS,i]

A = [a1,a2, . . . ,an]
T

the 3-D motion is retrieved by weighted least squares as follows:

d =
(
ATQ−1

y A
)−1

ATQ−1
y y. (1)

Here, Qy is the covariance matrix introducing the measure-
ments’ stochastic model, approximated by the Cramér–Rao
bounds of interferometric [11] and azimuth shift [12] measure-
ments, i.e.,
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respectively. Here, γ is introduced as signal coherence, N is the
number of samples exploited in the estimation of the measure-
ments, ρaz is the SAR resolution in azimuth direction, λ is the
SAR wavelength, and σAPS represents the atmospheric errors.

Having this setup, the 3-D estimation covariance matrix can
be utilized as the statistical measure for assessing the 3-D
performance:

Qd =
(
ATQ−1

y A
)−1

=
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⎤
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Qd is a square symmetric matrix serving as the initial point
of error assessment: with its diagonal elements representing the
estimation error variance and its 2 × 2 submatrices representing
the second-order statistics of joint bivariate probability density
function (pdf) between the parameter pairs. Assuming Gaussian
stochastics, the joint pdfs are further visualized as follows:
applying the eigendecomposition of the aforementioned subma-
trices, the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2) and eigenvectors (v1,v2) yield

qi,j =

[
σ2
i σi,j

σi,j σ2
j

]
→ qi,j =

2∑
k=1

λkvkv
T
k . (5)

Based on the decomposition results, the error ellipses are
then formed: with λ1, λ2 as their semimajor and minor axes
elongated in the direction specified by the corresponding eigen-
vectors. The inspection of the minor to major axis ratio of the
ellipse indicates the condition number of estimation in respec-
tive parameter subspace, while its orientation represents the
parameter correlation. Trivially, in case of extreme correlation,

TABLE I
INVESTIGATED GEOMETRICAL COMBINATION SCENARIOS AND THE
RESULTED 3-D PERFORMANCE AT THE EQUATOR (σLOS = 19 mm)

the two directions cannot be separately resolved. In ideal cases
where the parameters are retrieved with equal precision and are
statistically independent (uncorrelated), the ellipse becomes a
circle. Therefore, in the following sections, the error ellipses
are used as a concise visual interpretation tool for error analysis
of the different geometrical scenarios.

III. EFFECT OF ORBIT AND ACQUISITION GEOMETRY

This section focuses on the effect of variation of geometry
on the 3-D performance in a pure interferometric approach.
The heading angle is measured clockwise from the local north
direction to the projection of the satellite trajectory on the
ground. The local north direction depends on the geodetic lo-
cation of the imaged scene, while the projection of the satellite
track changes with the inclination of the orbit and the satellite
attitude (causing the squint angle) [13]. We fix the first variable
by considering the 3-D performance at the equator, where the
worst precision is expected, and analyze the effect of satellite
orbit and squint angle (see [1] for a thorough study on the effect
of look angle).

To keep the investigated cases comparable, a basic observa-
tion scenario comprising three acquisitions from cross-heading
tracks is assumed in the entire analysis. The first two acquisi-
tions are fixed to cross-heading tracks both acquired from right-
looking, while the third is altered according to each specific
case. For comparison purposes, the nominal all right and left
and right-looking acquisition combinations are considered as
well (Table I; cases I and IV, respectively). The investigated
cases are summarized in Table I and are elaborated throughout
this letter. Fig. 1 provides the 3-D LOS unit vectors of the
different acquisitions of Table I projected to the 2-D local
planes. The projection of the 2-D LOS vectors to each of the
given axis of the local planes indicates their sensitivity to the
corresponding motion component.

We consider an L-band SAR (λ = 23.9 cm) with an average
coherence of 0.4 and N = 10 samples for calculation of the
measurements’ stochastic model and neglect the atmospheric
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Fig. 1. Projection of the 3-D LOS of the different acquisition geometries of
Table I on the 2-D local planes; the projection of each vector on the E-, N -, and
V -axes indicates the sensitivity of LOS to the corresponding component. Note
that the squinted acquisition improves the sensitivity to the north component.

Fig. 2. Impact of changing the geometry on the achievable 3-D precision, by
(left) variation of the inclination of the orbital plane and (right) variation of the
squint angle; 13.5◦ of squint (equivalent to a yaw rotation of 24◦) will yield
similar performance as a left-looking configuration.

errors. This yields a ranging accuracy of 19 mm [according to
(2)]. A variation of the coherence level or the number of indepen-
dent samples merely has a scaling effect on the error analysis.

A. Orbit Design and Increasing the Satellite Heading Angle

The first option to improve the sensitivity to the north com-
ponent is to increase the heading angle, which is in direct
relation to the orbital inclination. The current SAR missions are
in near-polar sun-synchronous orbits. This orbit design allows
negligible variation of inclination. In order to benefit from this
variation in 3-D performance, we relax the near-polar sun-
synchronous orbit design and allow the variation of inclination
in [50◦ to 80◦] range for a typical low Earth orbit (LEO) of
0.001 eccentricity in 700-km altitude. The heading angle would
consequently vary, leading to the gain in the sensitivity to the
north direction and hence the 3-D performance. As an illustra-
tion, we consider the basic combination scenario with all right-
looking acquisitions affected by an orbit of varying inclination
and show the 3-D performance in Fig. 2, left. The figure indi-

Fig. 3. Comparison of the different acquisition scenarios via the error ellipses
and parameter correlations; the extreme correlation of the north–vertical plane
is reduced by considering the left-looking or squinted acquisition.

cates the performance gain in retrieving the north component
when going to mid-inclined orbit regimes. Such orbit design,
however, limits the latitudinal imaging coverage. Table I case II
reports the 3-D precision for an inclination of 50◦.

B. Squinted Acquisition and Increment of the
Angular Diversity

Instead of increasing the heading angle via changing the orbit
design, the angular diversity of the involved acquisitions can
be enhanced by steering the radar beam away from the zero-
Doppler plane, leading to squinted acquisitions.

Having the nominal combination scenario (case I) and fixing
to a typical orbit (eccentricity: 0.001, altitude: 700 km, inclina-
tion: 98.158◦), we assess the effect of a squinted acquisition by
squinting the third right-looking acquisition in the range θsq =
[5◦, 20◦]. The heading and look angles change accordingly by
Δα and Δθ, as follows:

Δα ≈ asin (sin θsq/ sin θ) (6)

Δθ ≈ atan(tan θ cosΔα)− θ. (7)

Fig. 2 (right) depicts the 3-D precision as a function of
the squint angle, revealing the performance gain of the north
component when increasing this angle.

Table I enables comparing the performance of the squinted
geometry with θsq = 20◦ (case III) to the nominal geometric
scenarios (cases I and IV) as well as the mid-inclined orbit
with incl = 50◦ (case II). As apparent, the squinted acquisition
enables a performance gain beyond the limits of the other pos-
sible geometric scenarios, especially in retrieving the critical
north component. For a comprehensive error analysis, the error
ellipses of the mentioned cases are depicted in Fig. 3. Inspecting
the error ellipses of the nominal right-looking scenario (case I)
reveals a strong correlation between the north and vertical
components. This leads to ambiguity in the separation of the
motion components in this plane. The mentioned correlation is
decreased when considering the left or squinted acquisitions,
showing a better resolving performance for the latter.

Based on the comparisons, the squinted acquisition proves to
outperform the possible acquisition geometries while avoiding
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the challenges of the left-looking configuration or change of
the orbit design. The tradeoff here is, however, at (In)SAR data
processing level in the presence of high squint angle [13]. This
issue is shortly addressed in the following.

IV. SQUINTED ACQUISITION, OPTIONS,
AND CHALLENGES

There are two basic ways to realize a squinted geometry with
a SAR: mechanical and electronic squints (or a combination
of the two). In the first case, the platform undergoes a rotation
about the yaw axis. Note that this option entails a variation
of the Doppler centroid within the swath, which needs to be
considered in processing. The Doppler centroid will be

fDC =
2v

γ
sinαyaw sin θ (8)

which yields a variation between 15 and 26 kHz, from near
to far range (25◦–45◦ of incidence) for a 36◦ yaw rotation of
an L-band system, with the LEO velocity v. Such a variation
should be compared with a typical Doppler bandwidth of 1 kHz
for azimuth resolutions on the order of 10 m. To minimize the
Doppler variation within the swath, it is possible to introduce
a pitch rotation [14], [16], but then, the heading of the LOS
projection on the ground will not be constant across the swath.

This is also the case of the second option for squinting: the
electronic steering. A phase ramp along the antenna will center
the beam on a constant-Doppler cone (assuming the default
system was totally zero steered [14], [16]), which corresponds
to different headings of the LOS projection on the ground. Elec-
tronic steering requires dedicated hardware or phased arrays
with adequately small element spacing to avoid the formation
of strong grating lobes. The squinted geometry will pose addi-
tional requirements on timing and azimuth positioning of the
sensor. A positioning error Δaz will translate into a range error
(thus a phase error) of Δrg = Δaz sin θsq . In practice, only
range and azimuth variations of Δrg will be relevant since a
constant offset produces only a phase bias.

Concerning SAR processing, squinted acquisitions may
require the introduction of special focusing strategies. The
Doppler rate will vary with topography, inducing phase and de-
focusing effects. Both can be accommodated in a postprocess-
ing step (see [15]). In practice, if the normal baselines are small
enough, such corrections might be even unnecessary since most
of the errors cancel out in the formation of interferograms,
being only dependent on the geometry.

References [6] and [7] have addressed the feasibility of
squinted SAR processing, through simulations and experiments
with TerraSAR-X, respectively. Note that the proposed squint
angle of 20◦ by this letter corresponds to ∼20-kHz Doppler
centroid frequency for L-band, which has been proved to be
feasible by experiments with TerraSAR-X [7].

A. Options of Acquiring Squinted SAR Geometries

Assuming Δθ◦ diversity between the ascending acquisitions
and keeping the descending passes at zero-Doppler geometry,
the angular diversity can be achieved either by an extreme
squinting of an ascending track by θsq = Δθ◦ every second
pass or by lower squinting each ascending track once in a

TABLE II
THREE-DIMENSIONAL PERFORMANCE OF TWO DIFFERENT

SQUINTING STRATEGIES

forward θsq = −Δθ◦/2 and once in a backward manner θsq =
+Δθ◦/2. The former has the advantage of maintaining zero-
Doppler geometry for every second ascending acquisition and
the disadvantage of an extreme squinting at every second track.
The latter has the benefit of lower squinting at each ascending
pass but the drawback of slight performance loss compared
to the extreme squinting scenario (Table II). However, both
strategies limit the interferometric stacking possibilities of the
ascending tracks to the acquisitions with similar squinting.

Considering the constellation of two satellites, e.g.,
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X or the proposed TanDEM-L mission
[8], the aforementioned acquisition strategies may be extended.
For instance, one satellite may only be fixed to forward squint-
ing and the other to backward at all ascending tracks. This
option enables the instantaneous 3-D retrieval at each revisit:
with the drawback of noncoherent acquisitions between the two
satellites and the advantage of full stacking capability at all
ascending tracks. The alternative for keeping the acquisitions
coherent between the two satellites would be to apply the
aforementioned fore- and backward squinting plan to each.
Table II summarizes the 3-D performance of different acqui-
sition plans. The further improvement of 3-D performance by
considering the fore- and backward squints of ±20◦ is evident.

V. EFFECT OF MEASUREMENT FUSION

Being projected to the ATD, the azimuth shifts are geo-
metrically complementary to the interferometric measurements.
The quality of the azimuth shifts, however, is limited by SAR
azimuth resolution, and the relative contribution of the shifts
compared to the interferometric measurements is merely gov-
erned by the ratio of the azimuth resolution to half of the
wavelength [12]. Therefore, the fusion of azimuth shifts is
only advantageous in cases of long-wavelength SAR with high
azimuth resolution.

To show the 3-D performance, integration of azimuth shifts
to the nominal right-looking combination scenario of case I
is considered. We compare two extreme cases, with azimuth
resolutions (ρaz) of 10 and 2 m (Table I, cases V and VI,
respectively). An L-band SAR with a coherence of 0.4 and
ten independent samples are assumed in the estimation of the
quality of measurements [according to (2) and (3)]. Comparison
of the results (Table I) indicates that the integration of azimuth
shifts can enhance the 3-D performance. As expected, the extent
of this improvement is governed by the azimuth resolution.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of performance in integration of the InSAR and azimuth
shifts, considering two cases with azimuth resolutions of 10 and 2 m.

Fig. 4 depicts the corresponding error ellipses, indicating that,
even in case of high azimuth resolution, the extreme north–
vertical correlation may not be resolved.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Assessing the different geometric possibilities in this letter,
the squinted acquisition was shown to be an optimum choice for
improving the precision of 3-D motion retrieval. This geometry
was proved to outperform the left-looking configuration as well
as the mid-inclined orbit geometry, not only in improving the
precision of retrieving the critical north component but also in
resolving the high correlation (ambiguity) between the north
and vertical motion components. The 3-D performance with
squinted configuration will be further improved by integrating
the ATD measurements via exploiting the widely separated
Doppler spectra as suggested by [7] and exploited in [6].

As a follow-up study, the effect of the improved 3-D retrieval
on the performance of InSAR-based hazard monitoring in
case of volcanic and seismic deformations is shortly addressed
in [4], and it will be further investigated in future work.
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